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ABSTRACT: Revealing the thermodynamic driving force of protein-DNA interactions is crucial to the
understanding of factors that dictate the properties and function of protein-DNA complexes. For the
binding of DNA to DNA-wrapping proteins, such as the integration host factor (IHF), Record and coworkers proposed that the disruption of a large number of preexisting salt bridges is coupled with the binding
process [Holbrook, J. A., et al. (2001) J. Mol. Biol. 310, 379]. To test this proposal, we have conducted explicit
solvent MD simulations (multiple ∼25-50 ns trajectories for each salt concentration) to examine the behavior
of charged residues in IHF, especially concerning their ability to form salt bridges at different salt
concentrations. Of the 17 cationic residues noted by Record and co-workers, most are engaged in salt bridge
interactions for a significant portion of the trajectories, especially in the absence of salt. This observation
suggests that, from a structural point of view, their proposal is plausible. However, the complex behaviors of
charged residues observed in the MD simulations also suggest that the unusual thermodynamic characteristics
of IHF-DNA binding likely arise from the interplay between complex dynamics of charged residues both in
and beyond the DNA binding site. Moreover, a comparison of MD simulations at different salt concentrations suggests that the strong dependence of the IHF-DNA binding enthalpy on salt concentration may not
be due to a significant decrease in the number of stable salt bridges in apo IHF at high salt concentrations. In
addition to the Hofmeister effects quantified in more recent studies of IHF-DNA binding, we recommend
consideration of the variation of the enthalpy change of salt bridge disruption at different salt concentrations.
Finally, the simulation study presented here explicitly highlights the fact that the electrostatic properties of
DNA-binding proteins can be rather different in the apo and DNA-bound states, which has important
implications for the design of robust methods for predicting DNA binding sites in proteins.

Protein-DNA complexes play multiple important roles in
cellular processes that involve DNA “transactions”, such as
replication, transcription, recombination, and repair as well as
the packaging of chromosomal DNA (1). Proteins that interact
with DNA in these complexes either serve as enzymes [e.g., DNA
polymerase (2)] to catalyze biochemical reactions or simply act as
an “architectural scaffold” (3) to manipulate the structure of
DNA by, for example, bending and/or wrapping DNA. Wellknown examples in the latter category include IHF1 (4, 5) and
HU (5). Because of significant structural deviation from the
equilibrium form of DNA (most often from the B-form), the
mechanical work associated with DNA bending and/or wrapping
needs to be compensated by the free energy gain of proteinDNA binding (6, 7). Therefore, it is important to understand the
thermodynamic driving force of protein-DNA binding, especially for architectural scaffolding proteins.
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IHF is a remarkable example of a DNA-bending/wrapping
protein (4, 5). It bends the specific 34 bp DNA segment by as
much as ∼160, as illustrated by the crystal structure of an
IHF-DNA complex (8) (see Figure 1a). To investigate the
mechanism of IHF-DNA binding, Record and co-workers (9)
explored extensively the thermodynamics of specific and nonspecific interactions between IHF and DNA using isothermal
titration calorimetry. These experiments revealed several unusual
thermodynamic features of IHF-DNA interactions. (i) The
binding is highly exothermic and strongly enthalpy-driven while
being entropically unfavorable. (ii) The measured salt concentration dependence of the binding constant, SKobs, is much smaller
in magnitude than that estimated on the basis of the oligocation
model of the binding interface. (iii) The enthalpy change ΔHsp
and heat capacity change ΔCsp of the specific binding are strongly
dependent on the salt concentration ([KCl]), and their magnitudes decrease significantly with increasing [KCl] between 100
and 350 mM.
To rationalize these unexpected features, Record and coworkers (9) proposed that IHF-DNA binding is coupled with
the disruption of a large number of salt bridges that exist in the
unbound form of IHF. In the crystal structure for the IHFDNA complex (8), there are 23 cationic residues located within
6 Å of DNA phosphoryl groups (9). This number is significantly
r 2010 American Chemical Society
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FIGURE 1: Structure of IHF. (a) Crystal structure of the IHF-DNA complex [PDB entry 1IHF (8)]. IHF is shown as a purple cartoon, while
DNA is shown as yellow ribbons. The 17 cationic residues proposed by Record and co-workers (not including two His residues, H54 and H79) are
shown as licorice. (b) Snapshot from MD simulations of apo IHF at 350 mM KCl. The starting structure was obtained from the crystal structure of
the IHF-DNA complex [PDB entry 1IHF (8)], from which the DNA was removed. IHF is shown as a purple cartoon. Oxygen atoms of water
molecules are shown as ice blue points. Kþ and Cl- ions are shown as yellow and green spheres, respectively. This figure was made using
VMD (48).

larger than the average value (∼12) found on the basis of a large
database of protein-DNA complexes (10). Interestingly, there
are also many anionic residues near these cationic residues. On
the basis of an analysis of the position of these charged residues,
Record and co-workers (9) suggested that 19 of these 23 cationic
residues can form salt bridges with nearby anionic residues
following either side chain rotations or backbone movements
of flexible regions in the protein. Accordingly, they proposed that
these salt bridges exist in the unbound form of IHF and are
disrupted upon DNA binding and that disruption of salt bridges
is the origin of the unusual thermodynamic features of the
binding process. For example, the enthalpy change for salt bridge
disruption is known to be negative (11), which explains the large
exothermicity (enthalpic change) of the overall IHF-DNA
binding process. They also proposed that the salt bridges become
unstable at high Kþ concentrations presumably because of the
screening effect of salt ions; the disruption of a reduced number of
salt bridges during binding then decreases the magnitude of the
enthalpy change at high Kþ concentrations, which was observed
experimentally. Moreover, in a recent review (12), Saecker and
Record further speculated that the disruption of surface salt
bridges coupled to DNA binding may not be unique to IHF and
may occur in other DNA-wrapping proteins as well, highlighting
the possible generality of this phenomenon and its potential role
in regulating DNA wrapping. Recent studies of Grove and coworkers (13, 14) have pointed to the potential involvement of
surface salt bridges in the determination of the length of the DNA
binding site in HU.
Because the proposal of salt bridge disruption was based on a
structural analysis of the IHF-DNA complex, one may argue
that the evidence is indirect without a high-resolution structure
for IHF in the unbound state. For example, considering the small
free energy gain associated with salt bridge formation at the
protein surface (15, 16), it is not clear if a large number (∼23) of
surface salt bridges would exist in the unbound state of IHF.
Moreover, the simulation study of Elcock and co-workers (17)
found that the stability of salt bridges is only marginally

perturbed by a salt concentration of up to 2 M; thus, the observed
KCl concentration dependence of IHF-DNA binding thermodynamics in experiments (9) may not be due to perturbations in
the number of stable salt bridges. Indeed, more recent analysis by
Vander Meulen et al. (18) that compared binding thermodynamics of the IHF-DNA complex in different salt solutions
(KCl, KF, and KGlu) indicated that the strong salt dependence
of the binding enthalpy is a Hofmeister effect arising from
interaction of Cl- with the surfaces buried during binding.
Nevertheless, the extrapolated binding enthalpy at low salt
concentrations is still highly negative, which is consistent with
the salt bridge disruption model.
These considerations have stimulated us to conduct molecular
dynamics simulations to investigate salt bridge dynamics in IHF
(see Figure 1b for snapshots). Considering the size of the system
and complexity of the DNA binding process, we do not anticipate
a quantitative comparison with experiments. The goal of the
study is to explore whether the salt bridges proposed by Record
and co-workers (9) are able to form and remain stable when IHF
is not interacting with DNA. Along this line, we note that IHF
has a large number of charged residues (36 cationic and 28
anionic residues of 190 residues in total); thus, it is interesting to
investigate whether the salt bridges near the DNA binding site
behave differently compared to other charged residues. In
addition, we seek to investigate whether the propensity of salt
bridge formation is perturbed by the presence of salt (Kþ).
Finally, because salt bridge formation and disruption are expected to significantly perturb electrostatic properties, which are
used in many algorithms aimed at predicting DNA binding sites
in proteins, it is of great interest to explore how sampling salt
bridge dynamics impacts such predictions.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Molecular Dynamics Simulations of IHF in the Unbound
State. Because the structure of the apo form of IHF is not
available, we generated a model by simply removing DNA from
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the crystal structure of the IHF-DNA complex [PDB entry
1IHF (8)]. Starting from this structure, MD simulations were
conducted at two KCl concentrations: 0 mM (termed “no-salt”)
and 350 mM (termed “high-salt”); 350 mM was chosen because it
was the highest salt concentration investigated in the experiments
of Record and co-workers (9). The simulations were performed
using GROMACS (19, 20) with the OPLS-AA force field (21) for
IHF and ions. To set up the simulation, IHF was first solvated
with a rhombic dodecahedron solvent box of TIP4P water (22)
(a = b = c = 100 Å). The TIP4P water model was adopted
because of its compatibility with the OPLS-AA force field. Kþ
and Cl- ions were then added into the simulation box according
to the proper salt concentration. Because IHF bears a net charge
of þ8, eight Cl- ions were added in the no-salt system, and
149 Kþ and 157 Cl- ions in the high-salt system, to achieve
overall charge neutrality; snapshots of the two systems are shown
in Figure 1. The periodic boundary condition was applied, and
long-range electrostatics were treated with the particle mesh
Ewald method (23). For van der Waals interactions, a switching cutoff scheme (24) for interatomic distances between 10 and
12 Å was used. The SETTLE (25) (for water) and SHAKE (26)
(for protein) algorithms were applied to constrain bonds involving hydrogen atoms to allow an integration time step of 2 fs. The
systems were equilibrated for 1 ns at 300 K with the NVT
ensemble, which was followed by 25-50 ns production runs with
the NPT ensemble; three independent trajectories were conducted for each salt concentration. Temperature was controlled
using the Nose-Hoover scheme (27, 28), and pressure was
controlled with the Berendsen scheme (29). Considering the large
number of charged residues in IHF (36 cationic and 28 anionic),
we expected that three independent 25-50 ns trajectories were
sufficient for observing statistically meaningful behaviors of salt
bridges (see Figure 4 and the Supporting Information).
Because the system has many titratable residues, it is of interest
to question whether many residues adopt an unexpected protonation state. Considering the fairly large conformational changes
during the simulation, we did not pursue computationally
intensive pKa analysis such as with MCCE (30); this was in part
justified by the observation that most titratable residues are
solvent accessible and therefore not expected to have very large
pKa shifts. This was confirmed by running pKa calculations with
the empirical PROPKA approach (31, 32) with several different
snapshots from the MD simulations; all Glu/Asp residues were
predicted to be deprotonated and Lys/Arg residues protonated.
Along the same line, our work addresses salt bridge interactions
involving residues that are largely solvated rather than buried in
the protein interior; thus, the lack of explicit polarization in the
force field is unlikely a serious issue. Recent analysis highlights
the fact that including polarization is most essential in problems
that involve polar-nonpolar interfaces (33-35).
Calculations of Protein Surface Electrostatic Potential.
To compare the electrostatic properties of IHF in different
structures, we performed linear PB calculations. Calculations
were conducted using the PBEQ module in CHARMM (36), and
the molecular surface was adopted to define the dielectric
boundary between protein and solvent. Specifically, the set of
atomic radii developed by Roux and co-workers (37) was used
together with a solvent probe radius of 1.4 Å and an ion exclusion
layer of 2 Å. The partial charges for protein atoms were adopted
from the standard CHARMM 27 force field (38). The multigrid
setup was used to solve PB numerically, and the focusing scheme
was applied: coarser grid of 160 Å  160 Å  160 Å with a 1.0 Å
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spacing and finer grid of 82 Å  68 Å  64 Å with a 0.4 Å spacing.
The salt concentration was set as the physiological concentration
of 0.15 M, and the dielectric constant was set to 2 and 80 for the
protein and water, respectively. The electrostatic potential φi was
first calculated for each grid point i in the finer grid enclosing
the protein; the values were then used to compute residuej
) using the PBAV option in
averaged electrostatic potential (φres
j
CHARMM (36). Specifically, φres is the average of φi over all grid
points i that belong to residue j (within the van der Waals radii of
all atoms of residue j):
j
¼
φres

N
1 Xj
φ
Nj i , i ∈ j i

ð1Þ

where Nj is the number of grid points that belong to residue j.
Prediction of the DNA Binding Interface. To investigate
how a change in electrostatic potentials (because of salt bridge
rearrangements) impacts the prediction of the DNA binding site
(see Impact on the Prediction of DNA Binding Sites for a detailed
discussions), we select two popular web servers that predict DNA
binding interfaces in proteins. The first one is patch plus finder
(PPF) (39) (http://pfp.technion.ac.il/), which finds the largest
continuous patch on the protein surface that has positive
electrostatic potential. The second one is Preds (40, 41) (http://
pre-s.protein.osaka-u.ac.jp/preds/), which predicts whether a
protein is capable of binding DNA and, if so, the location
of the binding interface. The prediction is characterized by a
statistical score, Pscore, which is calculated mainly on the basis of
the surface electrostatic potential and the molecular shape of the
protein. The only required input for both web severs is the protein
structure in the standard PDB format.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although three independent trajectories were calculated for
each salt concentration, the results are qualitatively similar.
Therefore, in the following discussions, unless explicitly stated,
results for the longest simulation (50 ns) are discussed.
Overall Conformational Stability of IHF in the Absence
of DNA. Without the DNA, it is expected that the structure of
IHF undergoes relaxation away from its conformation in the
IHF-DNA complex (which is the starting configuration of the
MD simulations). IHF is a heterodimer with two subunits, R and
β, and can be divided into two domains according to secondary
structure content and functional roles. The first domain (residues
excluding residues 54-77 on both subunits, colored green in
Figure 2a) is made up mainly of R helices and is named the core
domain; the second “arm” domain (residues 54-77 on both
subunits, colored yellow in Figure 2a), on the other hand, consists
mainly of β sheets and embraces the bound DNA in the
IHF-DNA complex. As shown in Figure 2a, the core domain
is relatively stable and the arm domain has more significant
conformational changes during the MD simulations. To analyze
the structural transitions more quantitatively, the rmsd values of
the backbone non-hydrogen atoms in the two domains were
calculated along MD trajectories relative to the starting structure;
the backbone non-hydrogen atoms of the core domain were used
as the reference for the best fit in the rmsd calculations. As shown
in Figure 2b, the rmsd of the core domain is ∼2 Å throughout the
50 ns simulations under both no-salt (0 mM KCl) and high-salt
(350 mM KCl) conditions, which indicates that the core domain
remains stable in the absence of DNA. The rmsd of the arm
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FIGURE 2: Conformational transitions in IHF observed within 50 ns MD simulations (results for other two independent 25 ns simulations for each
salt concentration are qualitatively similar and therefore not shown). (a) Overlap of IHF conformation in the IHF-DNA complex [PDB entry
1IHF (8)] and a random snapshot by the end of the no-salt MD simulation. The backbone atoms of the core domain were used as the best-fit
region. The core and arm domains of the crystal conformation are colored green and yellow, respectively, while those in the MD snapshot are
colored gray and purple, respectively. (b and c) rmsd values of backbone atoms of (b) the core domain and (c) the arm domain along MD
trajectories with respect to the crystal conformation of IHF with the backbone atoms of the core domain as the best-fit region.

FIGURE 3: Normalized histogram H(r) of salt bridge distance
rmin-NO (the minimal distance between N in a cationic residue and
O in all anionic residues) for all 36 cationic residues collected from nosalt and high-salt simulations. The inset shows the small peak
between 3 and 6 Å.

domain, however, can be as large as ∼10 Å in both sets of
trajectories, suggesting that the arm domain, which embraces
DNA in the complex, becomes very floppy after DNA is
removed. Moreover, the β-sheet structure in the arm domain
(colored purple in Figure 2a) undergoes partial unfolding during
simulations, which hints at the possibility that IHF-DNA
binding is coupled with a local folding transition in the arm
domain, which is often observed in the formation of specific
protein-DNA complexes (42).
Salt Bridge Dynamics. In the proposal by Record and coworkers (9), 19 of the 23 cationic residues in the DNA binding
interface have the potential to (re)form salt bridges with nearby
anionic residues in the absence of DNA. The potential salt bridge
partners for two His residues (H54 and H79) on the β subunit are
two anionic residues (D98 and D99) near the C-terminius of the

R subunit, which is missing in the crystal structure of the IHFDNA complex and therefore not included in our simulation.
Thus, these two His residues are not included in the subsequent
analysis, and we focus on the 17 remaining cationic residues (all
are Lys or Arg); they are termed the 17 binding-site cationic
residues. Moreover, as mentioned in the introductory section,
there are in total 36 cationic residues in IHF; thus, we also explore
the behaviors of the 19 remaining cationic residue in terms of the
formation of salt bridge interactions.
(i) Distribution of Salt Bridge Distances. To analyze the
propensity of all 36 cationic residues for forming salt bridge
interactions, we first monitor the shortest distance between the
nitrogen atoms of each cationic residue and the oxygen atoms in
all anionic residues (rmin-NO); as examples, the detailed data for
all 36 cationic residues during the 50 ns trajectories are included
as Supporting Information. To establish a distance criterion for
defining salt bridge formation, a classical statistical study (43)
concluded that an rmin-NO of e4 Å should be used because this
criterion leads to the largest difference in the frequency of
observing oppositely charged pairs versus likely charged pairs
in protein crystal structures. In the analysis of Record and coworkers (9), however, an rmin-NO of e3 Å was used instead as a
criterion for dehydrated (i.e., no solvent between) salt bridges. To
determine which criterion is more appropriate for this study, we
calculated the normalized histogram, H(rmin-NO), for all 36
cationic residues collected from both no-salt and high-salt
simulations; the volume factor 4πrmin-NO2 is not included for
the sake of simplicity. As shown in Figure 3, there is a large and
sharp peak between 2 and 3.5 Å, which corresponds to the
dehydrated salt bridge state, and another small peak (shown in
the inset of Figure 3) between 3.5 and 5.5 Å, which corresponds to
the solvent-mediated ion pair. In a recent computational
study (17) of acetate-methylammonium (model compounds
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FIGURE 4: Representative behaviors of salt bridges involving binding-site cationic residues during MD simulations with no-salt (0 M KCl, top
panel for each residue) and high-salt (350 mM KCl, bottom panel for each residue) conditions; results for two other independent 25 ns simulations
for each salt concentration are qualitatively similar and therefore not shown. The salt bridge distance r for a specific cationic residue is the minimal
distance between its side chain N atom and side chain O atoms in all anionic residues; rinit indicates the value in the crystal structure. For the
behaviors of other cationic residues (both in and beyond the DNA binding site), see the Supporting Information.

for salt bridges) association, three minima were observed in the
potential of mean force: one for the direct (dehydrated) interaction and two others for solvent-separated interactions. The
positions of the first two minima in that work are essentially
the same as those found here. The boundary between the two
peaks in Figure 3 falls around 3.3 Å; therefore, the distance
criterion for defining a dehydrated salt bridge is chosen as
rmin-NO e 3.3 Å, which is used in all subsequent analysis. This
criterion is similar to that used by Record and co-workers (9)
while more strict than that from the statistical study (43).
Comparison between the no-salt and high-salt results in Figure 3
suggests that an increasing salt concentration decreases the
probability of forming dehydrated salt bridges (the first peak)
and the solvent-mediated ion pair (the second peak); as discussed
in more detail below, however, the magnitude of the effect is
rather small.

(ii) Salt Bridge Formation for the 17 Binding-Site
Cationic Residues in the Absence of KCl. As shown in Figure 4
and figures in the Supporting Information, there is complex
behavior in the salt bridge dynamics. The salt bridge formation
probability P for a specific cationic residue is defined as the
fraction of simulation time during which this residue is engaged in
a salt bridge interaction as determined on the basis of the rmin-NO
e 3.3 Å criterion. Although we have conducted only three 25-50 ns
trajectories for each salt concentration, there are significant
fluctuations in the salt bridge distances during the simulations
for most cationic residues; thus, the overall trends in P are expected
to be meaningful. For example, the qualitative behaviors of the
salt bridges are fairly similar among the three independent
trajectories. As shown in Table 1, P varies rather significantly
between 0 and 1 for the 17 binding-site cationic residues discussed
by Record and co-workers (9). Nevertheless, the majority of these
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residues have formed salt bridges within 25-50 ns with considerable P values; this is true especially in the no-salt simulation. For
example, if we (arbitrarily) choose a P = 0.1 cutoff, 12 of the 17
binding-site cationic residues form salt bridges in the no-salt
simulation. This is quite remarkable because some of the cationic
residues are rather far from any anionic residue in the starting
(IHF-DNA complex) structure; the most striking example is
R56β, which is 12.4 Å from any anionic residue in the initial

Table 1: rinit, Pno-salt, and Psalt Values for the 17 Binding-Site Cationic
Residuesa
residue rinit (Å) Pno-salt
K20R

3.9

K24R

7.0

K45R

7.6

R55R

5.9

K57R

10.0

R60R

12.0

R63R

4.4

R76r

6.6

R82R

4.4

K88r

9.3

0.99
0.96/0.97
0.22
0.05/0.14
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.99
0.89/0.83
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.02
0.00/0.00
0.42
0.38/0.93
0.77
0.01/0.00
0.63
0.57/0.60
0.55
0.03/0.16

Psalt
0.95
0.98/0.97
0.31
0.16/0.00
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.83
0.63/0.03
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.68
0.90/0.66
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.70
0.70/0.75
0.00
0.00/0.00

residue rinit (Å) Pno-salt
K3β

7.4

K27β

3.7

R56β

12.4

R59β

9.3

K75β

5.2

K81β

9.5

R87β

5.9

0.10
0.19/0.13
0.80
0.86/0.59
0.28
0.33/0.32
0.00
0.00/0.02
0.60
0.95/0.65
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.90
0.55/0.99

Psalt
0.12
0.07/0.00
0.42
0.53/0.61
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.89
0.89/0.87
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.00
0.00/0.00

a
rinit (in angstroms) is the minimal distance between N in a cationic
residue and O in all anionic residues in IHF in the IHF-DNA complex
[PDB entry 1IHF (8)]. Pno-salt and Psalt are the probabilities of salt bridge
formation in no-salt and high-salt simulations, respectively. Residues
shown in bold exhibit the most significant difference between Pno-salt and
Psalt (also shown as circled red dots in Figure 5). For each residue, the first
row gives the value from a 50 ns simulation while the second row gives the
value from two other independent 25 ns simulations.
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structure but has a significant P value of ∼0.3 in three independent trajectories (also see Figure 4d). Some salt bridges form
quickly and remain stable throughout the simulation; for example, K20R, R55R (Figure 4a), K75β, and R87β all have P values
higher than 0.90 in at least one of the three independent
trajectories. Of the 17 binding-site cationic residues, five of them
(K45R, K57R, R60R, R59β, and K81β) do not lead to significant
salt bridge formation (P < 0.01) during any of the 25-50 ns
simulations, and they are all rather far from anionic residues in
the initial structure (rmin-NO < 7.5 Å); thus, salt bridge formation likely implicates structural transitions at longer time scales
(for their location in IHF, see Figure 5b). Nevertheless, even
some of these residues come rather close to forming stable salt
bridges during the simulations (e.g., see Figure 4b for R60R, for
which rmin-NO decreases from ∼14 to ∼4 Å). In short, the
simulations clearly illustrate that, in the absence of salt, a
majority of the cationic residues in the DNA binding region
have significant propensity to form salt bridges in the absence of
DNA.
(iii) Salt Bridge Dynamics for the 19 Other Cationic
Residues. Among 19 other cationic residues, which are farther
from the DNA binding site in the IHF-DNA complex structure,
11 of them are engaged in salt bridge interactions in the
IHF-DNA complex (i.e., rmin-NO < 3.3 Å); all these, except
K20β (see below), have high P values throughout the simulation.
Among the rest, five of them (K15R, R21R, R77R, K97R, and
K69β) also have significant P values (Table 2), although they are
not engaged in salt bridges in the IHF-DNA complex. Therefore, this simulation suggests that the disruption of salt bridges
involving these cationic residues may also be coupled to the DNA
binding process and contribute to the unusual thermodynamic
features of IHF-DNA binding. These residues were not considered by Record and co-workers because they are more than
6 Å from the phosphoryl oxygen atoms of DNA in the crystal
complex structure (8). Because electrostatic interactions are
relatively long-range, it is not unreasonable that DNA binding
can perturb interactions beyond the immediate binding region.
On the other hand, to firmly support the involvement of these

FIGURE 5: Behavior of cationic residues in IHF during MD simulations. (a) Correlation between Pno-salt and Psalt for all 36 cationic residues. The
17 binding-site cationic residues are shown as red dots, while the other 19 are shown as empty circles; for each residue, results for three independent
pairs of simulations are shown as separate data points. The circled red dots indicate four residues that exhibit the most signifiant differences
between Pno-salt and Psalt (also see Table 1). The Pno-salt = Psalt line is meant to guide the eye. (b) Random snapshot from the no-salt simulation.
IHF is shown as a cartoon colored according to the rmsf (red, high rmsf; blue, low rmsf). The 17 binding-site cationic residues are shown as licorice
in different colors according to their salt bridge formation probabilities: residues whose Pno-salt and Psalt are both greater than 0.10 are colored red;
residues whose Pno-salt and Psalt are both lower than 0.10 are colored blue; residues with high Pno-salt but low Psalt (bold in Table 1 and circled in
panel a) are colored yellow.
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cationic residues, one needs to verify that these cationic residues
do not engage in salt bridge interactions in an MD simulation of
the IHF-DNA complex, which is beyond the scope of this work.
As mentioned above, K20β is somewhat unusual in that
it forms salt bridges in the IHF-DNA complex structure but
these salt bridges become completely disrupted in the absence of
DNA in all three independent trajectories (see Table 2 and the
Supporting Information). This behavior is strikingly different
from that of the 35 other cationic residues and motivates further
structural analysis of this residue. The local environment of K20β
at different stages of the simulation is shown in Figure 6: in the
initial structure, K20β forms bifurcated salt bridges with E23β
and D24β; in the absence of DNA, as shown by a snapshot at
22.4 ns in the no-salt simulation (high-salt simulation shows similar
behavior) in Figure 6b, these two salt bridges are broken and
E23β and D24β form salt bridges with two of the 17 binding-site
cationic residues, K3β and K27β. Therefore, in addition to the
disruption of salt bridges, there is also salt bridge switching
(coupled disruption and formation) involved in the DNA binding
process.
(iv) Effects of KCl Concentration on Salt Bridge Formation. To explore the effect of KCl on salt bridge formation, we
Table 2: rinit, Pno-salt, and Psalt Values for the 19 Other Cationic Residuesa
residue rinit (Å) Pno-salt
K5R

3.0

K15R

4.6

R21R

5.4

R35R

2.9

R36R

3.3

K66R

12.4

R77R

3.6

K86R

7.2

R90R

3.0

K97R

4.5

a

0.87
0.99/0.96
0.86
0.96/0.91
0.43
0.66/0.43
1.00
1.00/1.00
0.88
0.79/0.79
0.08
0.00/0.00
0.83
0.81/0.58
0.02
0.10/0.02
1.00
0.98/0.99
0.55
0.46/0.57

Psalt
0.97
1.00/0.99
0.92
0.89/0.86
0.54
0.58/0.31
1.00
1.00/1.00
0.65
1.00/0.81
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.94
0.89/0.96
0.05
0.14/0.00
1.00
1.00/1.00
0.56
0.56/0.42

See footnote of Table 1.

residue rinit (Å) Pno-salt
R9β

2.9

K20β

3.0

R42β

3.0

R46β

3.0

R62β

6.7

K65β

10.1

K69β

6.6

K84β

3.0

R89β

2.8

0.76
0.97/0.97
0.03
0.02/0.15
0.76
0.70/0.52
0.28
0.11/0.25
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.36
0.32/0.51
0.70
0.40/0.81
0.99
0.95/1.00

Psalt
0.96
0.94/0.91
0.06
0.04/0.02
0.88
0.32/0.24
0.34
0.39/0.21
0.39
0.00/0.00
0.00
0.00/0.00
0.26
0.14/0.20
0.31
0.26/0.25
1.00
1.00/1.00

compare P for all 36 cationic residues under no-salt and high-salt
conditions; because only three trajectories are run for each salt
concentration, we show the P values from these simulations as
separate data points in Figure 5a rather than attempting to
compute standard deviations. As shown in Figure 5a, for most
residues the effect of KCl concentration is rather minor (also see
panels a and c of Figure 4 for R55R and K3β, respectively, as
representative examples). The exception is for four cationic
residues in the DNA binding region: R76R, K88R, R56β, and
R87β. These four residues (shown in bold in Table 1 and in yellow
in Figure 5b) have considerable P values under no-salt conditions
but essentially a zero P value with 350 mM KCl. A common
feature of these four residues is that they are relatively far from
anionic residues in the starting structure (see the Supporting
Information for details); the shortest rmin-NO is for R87β, which is
5.9 Å. As shown in Figure 4d for R56β, although rmin-NO is seen
to decrease substantially from the initial (crystal) value of 12.4 Å
to the salt bridge range (e3.3 Å) in the no-salt simulation, the
distance rarely decreases to <5 Å in the high-salt simulation.
Therefore, the overall trend is that KCl has a significant impact
on salt bridge formation only if the charged residues are initially
far from each other. This trend makes physical sense because
the screening effect associated with salt ions plays a significant role
only at long range. At short distances (compared to the size of
solvent), electrostatic screening is not expected to be important. For
example, the computational study of Elcock and co-workers (17) of
the association of acetate and methylammonium (model compounds for salt bridges) found that the free energy minimum that
corresponds to the dehydrated salt bridge state is not diminished
even up to 2 M salt. As the salt concentration increases from 0 to
0.3 M (similar to the high-salt condition here), the stability of the
dehydrated salt bridge is reduced by only 0.2 kcal/mol.
These analyses suggest that even at 350 mM KCl, a significant
fraction of salt bridges in the unbound form of IHF is expected to
be stable (8 of 17 residues have Psalt values of >0.1 in at least one
25-50 ns trajectory). This conclusion seems to be inconsistent
with the proposal of Record and co-workers that salt bridges are
unstable at 350 mM Kþ and hence that there is no disruption of
salt bridges coupled to DNA binding. This second hypothesis
was proposed to explain the experimental observation that ΔHsp
for specific binding increases (becomes less negative) significantly
from -56.1 kcal/mol at 60 mM Kþ to -10.8 kcal/mol at 350 mM
Kþ at 40 C. More recent analyses (18), however, found that a
significant portion of the strong salt dependence is due to the
Hofmeister effect associated with Cl-; extrapolations of results in
different salt solutions (KCl, KF, and KGlu) showed that, at low

FIGURE 6: Positions of K3, K20, E23, D24, and K27 on the β subunit in (a) the IHF conformation in the IHF-DNA complex [PDB entry
1IHF (8)] and (b) a snapshot at 22.4 ns from the no-salt simulation. The five charged residues are shown as licorice, while the protein is shown as
ribbons. The salt bridge distances (rmin-NO, in angstroms) for salt bridges are also shown. Comparison between panels a and b indicates that the salt
bridge pattern involving K20β changes during the simulation.
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FIGURE 7: Differential residue-averaged electrostatic potential
(Δφres) between the simulated apo structure and the crystal apo
structure, mapped onto the crystal apo structure. Δφres is larger than
5 kcal mol-1 e-1, less than -5 kcal mol-1 e-1, and between -5 and
5 kcal mol-1 e-1 for the blue, red, and white regions, respectively.

salt concentrations, the binding enthalpy is essentially independent of the salt concentration. Nevertheless, it is of interest to
discuss other factors that can potentially contribute to the salt
dependence of binding thermodynamics in light of the current
simulations. For example, because our simulation results indicate
that the disruption of multiple salt bridges is still likely involved in
DNA binding at even 350 mM Kþ, we suspect that the increase in
 is due, at least in part, to the increase in the enthalpy change
ΔHsp
of disruption of a salt bridge (ΔHd) with respect to the increase in
Kþ concentration. This can be understood by comparing the
processes of salt bridge disruption under no-salt and high-salt
conditions. The enthalpy change for salt bridge disruption under
) is negative (44) because of the
the no-salt condition (ΔHno-salt
d
increase in hydration enthalpy when two charged species are
separated. At higher salt concentrations, however, the disruption of a salt bridge is coupled to the formation of two side
chain-counterion interaction pairs. As a result, the enthalpy
no-salt
plus the enthalpy change
change (ΔHsalt
d ) should be ΔHd
for formation of two side chain-counterion pairs, which is
positive, and therefore, ΔHsalt
d should be larger (less negative)
;
at
a
qualitative
level, this effect is embedded with
than ΔHno-salt
d
the calculations for the enthalpy change for Kþ-Cl- ion pair
dissociation at different concentrations (see the Supporting
Information). Whether this effect is important on a quantitative
scale remains to be determined because the estimated impact of
Kþ-Cl- ion pair dissociation is fairly modest in magnitude (see
the Supporting Information); moreover, this contribution can be
offset by similar effects, but of the opposite sign, associated with
the formation of ionic interactions between the cationic residues
in IHF and phosphoryl groups in DNA.
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Impact on the Prediction of DNA Binding Sites. As
mentioned in the introductory section, an important goal of this
study is to explore how sampling salt bridge dynamics impacts
the prediction of DNA binding sites on proteins. The goal is
motivated by the consideration that salt bridge formation or
disruption is expected to significantly modulate the system
electrostatics, which play a major role in many DNA binding
site prediction algorithms (39-41, 45-47). Indeed, many such
algorithms have been tested or trained using the structures of
protein-DNA complexes (with the DNA excised). If there is a
significant structural difference between the unbound and bound
conformations of the protein, such as the formation or disruption
of a large number of salt bridges, the electrostatic properties may
differ significantly. As a result, an algorithm trained using bound
state structures may not be effective because realistic applications
will require using the unbound state as input.
To illustrate the change of surface electrostatic potential in
IHF due to salt bridge dynamics, we calculate the differential
electrostatic potential between IHF adopting the conformation in the IHF-DNA complex [PDB entry 1IHF (8)] and a
snapshot from the no-salt simulation in which the maximum
number (12 of 17) of binding-site cationic residues have formed
salt bridges (see Figure 7). For the red regions in Figure 7, the
residue-averaged electrostatic potential difference (Δφres) is more
than 5 kcal mol-1 e-1; Δφres is less than 5 kcal mol-1 e-1 for the
blue regions, whereas it is between -5 and 5 kcal mol-1 e-1 for
the white regions. It is clear that for most of the DNA binding
interface, the electrostatic potential is decreased by more than
5 kcal mol-1 e-1 as the IHF structure relaxes away from the
conformation in the IHF-DNA complex. We emphasize here
that the structural variations sampled in this study are limited to
the time scale of 25-50 ns; with the realistic structure of apo state
IHF, the difference in the structural and electrostatic properties
can be even greater.
The key question is whether such a change in the surface
electrostatic potential has a significant impact on the performance of structure-based algorithms for DNA binding site
prediction. As discussed in Computational Methods, we tested
this using two popular structure-based web servers. The first
server was patch plus finder (PPF) (39), which finds the largest
continuous patch with positive electrostatic potential on the
protein surface (47). Using the IHF structure in the IHF-DNA
complex as input, the predicted patch by PPF (see Figure 8a)
contained 63 residues and coincided with the authentic DNA
binding interface. Using the snapshot with altered salt bridge
patterns as the input structure, however, the predicted patch (see
Figure 8b) contained 35 residues and spanned only half of the
arm domain.
The second server we tested was Preds (40, 41), which makes
prediction on the basis of not only surface electrostatic potential
but also molecular shape features. An output of Preds is a
statistical score, Pscore, and the input protein is predicted to be
a DNA binding protein if Pscore is higher than 0.12. Using the
IHF structure in the IHF-DNA complex as input, the predicted
Pscore was 0.27; the score became substantially lower (0.17) when
the snapshot from the simulation was used. Another output of
Preds is the predicted binding sites, which are shown in panels
c and d of Figure 8 with different IHF structures as input; the
difference is relatively small, and the predicted binding site is
reduced from 90 to 73 residues when the snapshot from MD
simulation is used instead of the IHF structure in the IHF-DNA
complex. Therefore, the prediction of DNA binding site appears
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FIGURE 8: Results of DNA binding site prediction using two popular online servers. IHF is shown as a cartoon, and the residues predicted for the
binding sites are colored blue in a van der Waals scheme. (a and b) DNA binding sites predicted by PPF for the (a) crystal apo and (b) simulated
unbound IHF structures. (c and d) DNA binding sites predicted by Preds for (c) the crystal apo structure and (d) the simulated unbound structure.

to be more robust when electrostatic properties are augmented by
geometrical considerations.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Protein-DNA binding processes likely involve many structural transitions at both domain and side chain levels, which are not
be straightforward to capture using experiments alone. In this
study, motivated by the proposal of Record and co-workers
in recent thermodynamic studies of specific DNA binding to
IHF (9), we have focused on the behavior of charged residues in
IHF using explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations. Even
at the somewhat limited time scale of 25-50 ns, we have observed
rather rich behaviors. Of the 17 cationic residues noted by Record
and co-workers, most are engaged in salt bridge interactions for a
significant portion of the trajectories, especially under the no-salt
condition. This observation suggests that, from a structural point
of view, their proposal that IHF-DNA binding is coupled with
the disruption of preexisting salt bridges in apo IHF is plausible.
However, switching of salt bridge pairs, i.e., the simultaneous
disruption and formation of salt bridges, that involve nonbinding
site cationic residues has also been observed during the MD
simulations. Therefore, the unusual thermodynamic characteristics of IHF-DNA binding likely arise from the interplay
between fairly complex dynamics of charged residues both in
and beyond the DNA binding site. With regard to the salt effect,
the MD simulations suggest that it contributes to the screening of
electrostatic interactions only when salt bridge pairs are far from
each other, consistent with a recent computational study of small
molecules that form salt bridges (17). Therefore, the large
dependence of the IHF-DNA binding enthalpy on salt concentration may not be due to a significant decrease in the number of

stable salt bridges in apo IHF at high salt concentrations; this is
qualitatively consistent with more recent analysis (18), which
found that the salt dependence of binding enthalpy is largely a
Hofmeister effect.
Our simulation study further highlights that the electrostatic
properties of DNA-binding proteins can be rather different in the
apo and DNA-bound states. This has important implications for
the design of methods for predicting DNA binding sites in
proteins. As we have illustrated using two examples, it appears
to be essential either to explicitly consider sampling salt bridge
dynamics when evaluating electrostatic properties or to supplement electrostatic properties with geometrical criteria based on
structural complementarity.
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